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Abstract In scalable last-mile broadband networks such as wireless mesh networks
(WMNs), quality-of-service (QoS) concerns are vital to multimedia applications such as
video-conferencing and voice over IP (VoIP). Crucial decisions involve the number of back-
hauls that are to be deployed as well as the optimal assignment of paths and bandwidths. We
focus on cost effectiveness and QoS requirements to develop a solution based on Lagrangean
Relaxation and the subgradient method. Our approach satisfies QoS demands and minimizes
costs more effectively than general algorithms, as demonstrated by our experimental results.

Keywords Backhaul assignment · WMNs · QoS · Routing · Optimization ·
Lagrangean relaxation method

1 Introduction

Wireless mesh network (WMN) topologies utilize wireless multi-hop communications to
extend the range of traditional LANs and WLANs. As shown in Fig. 1, a WMN consists of
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Fig. 1 A mesh network constructed with a BS-oriented and ad hoc structure connects the wired network via
some backhauls and covers a large area via wireless links

Transient Access Points (TAPs) with at least one backhaul, an ingress/egress link routing to
network infrastructure. It has been argued that TAPs, responsible for coordinating connection
requests of clients and for relaying data traffic, can provide for a scalable architecture that
enables wide deployment of high capacity wireless networks [1,16,31]. WMNs can achieve
the performance of wired networks by using multi-radio mesh [17].

Despite the potentials of WMNs, there remain several difficulties to overcome. The deploy-
ment of high-capacity TAPs bears considerable expense [1,31], yet under quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements, mobile devices (MDs) must be in close proximity to TAPs. In this paper
we focus on cost effectiveness and coverage in addressing the following issues: (a) appro-
priate assignment of backhauls; (b) multiple-hop load-balanced routing; and (c) guarantees
of QoS.

The objective of traditional base stations deployment is to address the coverage planning
with one-hop transmission. The problem in which the number of transmitters placed is mini-
mized while covering a specific area or at least q demand nodes is NP-hard. Several methods
suitable for coverage planning can be found in the literature, mostly based on random search
[11,12] and greedy algorithm [15,28]. Here, the backhaul assignment problem does not
address geographic coverage (i.e., the given set of TAPs to serve mobile devices that have
satisfied coverage condition), but these backhauls assignment satisfy the traffic requirement
with multi-hop transmission.

The issue of fair allocation of resources in WMNs is an important topic central to this
work. Fairness schemes, such as appear in [10] and [22], are concerned with the following
two issues: (a) Temporal fairness: Within a collision area, the allocation of resources is con-
trolled to ensure that the channel access time is fair for all nodes. (b) Spatial bias fairness: The
fairness scheme assigns channel access time uniformly to flows by allocating more resources
to nodes located further away from the destination.

We note that the above fairness concerns are not sufficient to ensure the level of QoS
necessary for multimedia. Despite controlling for temporal fairness, a node that is located
further from a backhaul potentially suffers a starvation problem that leads to lower throughput
and may prevent the delivery of data within a reasonable amount of time. And although
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throughput does not decrease as a result of providing spatial bias fairness, it does not the
amount of time for transmissions from more distant MDs to reach the backhaul. There-
fore, it has been argued that routing protocols should be redesigned with respect to fairness
concerns that are characteristic to WMNs [1,4,14,21,27]. For example, in WMNs, through-
put for clients reliant on a single backhaul is dependent on distance from the backhaul.
Clients on longer hop paths suffer from significantly lower throughput in contrast with those
on shorter paths [1,10,18,31].

As in [30], we extend the fairness issue from the viewpoint of resource allocation and
load balancing to achieve end-to-end delay fairness. The algorithms are designed to opti-
mize load-balanced routing and resource allocation along the path for different length (i.e.,
different number of hops) flow. In [26], the authors sought to maximize network throughput
and achieve fairness by cross-layer schemes that solved for joint rate allocation, routing,
scheduling, power control, and channel assignment problems. Fairness was measured by
a simplified max- min and proportional fairness model. An upper bound on the maximum
throughput was obtained that made a good tradeoff between throughput and fairness. In this
study, we additionally consider nodal capacity, nodal delay, delay jitter, and backhaul assign-
ment and selection. We provide both lower and upper bounds on the backhaul assignment
costs.

In order to enable multimedia applications such as video-conferencing and voice over
IP (VoIP) in WMNs, the guarantees of Quality-of-Service (QoS) are very essential. This is
because multimedia applications are very sensitive to delay and delay jitter. If the network
is well designed and Internet gateways are optimally deployed, the transmission can satisfy
QoS-guaranteed multimedia applications.

A number of multiple constraint routing problems were surveyed in [19], with a focus
on quality of service (QoS) for wireless ad hoc networks. Observing that two or more QoS
constraints is an NP-complete problem, they used approximate solutions that an energy func-
tion to translate multiple QoS weights as a mixed metric and then adopt simulated annealing
approach to find a feasible path. Many other multiple constraints routing method include
CEDAR (which denotes as Core-Extraction Distributed Ad hoc Routing) [25], a ticket-based
distributed QoS routing scheme [6], a genetic algorithm (named GAMAN) [3], and a ran-
domized algorithm are also introduced. In this paper, we adopt the multiple QoS constraints
routing algorithms as one of major issue and include capacity, load-balancing, and backhaul
assignment aspects.

Only a single TAP in the area can transmit data at a time in collision areas where links
must share a channel. As [8,10,13,18,22] demonstrate, performance degrades sharply as the
number of hops traversed increases. It would be better less concurrent transmissions in the
network to avoid contention delay. Thus, the multi-channel configuration pattern, such as
the availability of cognitive radio technology [2], that multiple non-overlapping channels,
multiple radios per node, and directional antenna [17], is considered in this study. Even
through the multi-channel is considered, the overshooting interference (i.e., the power range
is cover to farer node) is also included. The interference probability function is referred to [5],
which directly reflects on the link capacity. The calculated range is referred to the link-based
“conflict graph” [13] to model the capacity constraint.

We model the problem as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem. As shown in
Theorem 1, the problem is NP-hard that we adopt an LR-based approach, which achieves a
near-optimal solution and provides a lower bound (LB) on backhaul assignment costs [9]. In
order to solve the problems, heuristics were developed and the Lagrangean Relaxation (LR)
method is applied. The difficulty of solving the original NP-hard problem is reduced by dual-
izing the set of constraints with fixed multipliers to the objective function. This new problem
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is further divided into several mutually independent subproblems with its own constraints.
We take the sub-gradient method with finding the extreme points to solve the LR problem.
This approach allows our algorithms to be used to solve each subproblem optimally within
a smaller space [8,9].

Theorem 1 The minimum cost backhaul assignment subject to end-to-end delay fairness
issue is NP-hard.

Proof Minimum Backhaul assignment problem is a kind of BS placement problem that many
researches have been proved NP-hard [11,12]. In addition, the cost for each routing link is
constrained to multiple constrains, include capacity, delay, delay jitter, and load-balancing
constrains, that are associated into a classical multi-constrained path (MCP) problem is also
proved NP-hard [29]. Thus, the combination of Backhaul assignment and MCP routing is a
NP-hard problem. ��

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A mathematical formulation for the
WMNs design problem is first shaped in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents the constraints relaxation
of the primal problem and the methods for solving a Lagrangean dual problem. Section 4
describes how to get primal feasible solutions and its heuristics of each problem. Section 5
is the computational experiments for each problem. Finally, in Sect. 6, the summary of this
paper is presented.

2 Problem Description and Formulation

In this section, we firstly describe and definite the problem, and then formulate the problem
as an integer nonlinear problem.

2.1 Problem Description

Initially, decisions are backhauls are to be deployed economically and how to assign MDs to
appropriate TAPs. Then, each TAP selects an appropriate backhaul and finds a routing path
to send/receive data to/from that the bandwidth is dynamically allocated along the path such
that the end-to-end QoS requirements of each MD are satisfied.

To jointly consider the backhauls deployment and end-to-end performance of the entire
network is NP-hard. Under the goal of minimum cost of backhaul deployment, we install
a minimum number of backhauls to satisfy the end-to-end QoS requirements of all MDs.
However, an inefficient backhauls deployment causes large budget requirement and waste the
allocated resource (i.e., low utilization). Thus, there implies a tradeoff between deployment
cost and end-to-end QoS requirements. The summaries of problem description are listed as
follows.

Assumptions:
• The node, which attached with backhaul links, integrates both functions of AP and

backhaul
• All flows are transmitted to Internet through backhauls
• There is no additional round trip time from the wired Internet
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• MD to TAP and TAP to TAP transmission occur on orthogonal channels, which
available based on cognitive channel technique [2]

• The average delay and jitter from one MD to any TAP can be formulated as a function
of required traffic rate and link capacity

• The average delay and delay jitter from one TAP to another can be formulated as a
function of link aggregated flow and capacity

Given:
• The set of all TAPs V , which is also the set of candidate backhauls B
• The set of all backhaul configurations K
• The set of all MDs N
• The set of all candidate paths Pbs from TAP s to backhaul b, where s, b ∈ V
• The link capacity C(u,v) (packets/sec), which is calculated by bit error rate
(1 − e f )

(Eu+Ev), on link (u, v). Note that Eu and Ev denotes the number TAPs within
interference range of node u and v, respectively

• The nodal capacity Cv(packets/sec) of TAP v

• The air-interface capacity Cv (packets/sec), which is calculated by bit error rate
(1 − e f )

Es , of TAP v. Note that Es denotes the number mobile nodes within
interference range

• The cost function Φb(k) of building the wired line on backhaul b, which is a function of
backhaul configuration k

• The capacity function Qb(k) of the wired line on backhaul b, which is a function of
backhaul configuration k

• The data rate θn (packets/sec) required to be transmitted of MD n
• The link capacity rns (packets/sec) from MD n to TAP s
• The average delay function Fns (θn, rns) from n(∈ N ) to source TAP s(∈ V ), which is

a function of required data rate θn and link capacity rns

• The delay jitter function Mns (θn, rns) from MD n to source TAP s, which is a function
of required data rate θn and MD to TAP link capacity rns

• The cost of backhaul installation and configuration cb

• The required data rate as (packets/sec) of each MD
• The QoS requirements including end-to-end mean delay T and delay jitter J
• Arbitrarily large numbers M1, M2, and M3

Objective:
To minimize the total cost of backhaul deployment
Subject to the following constraints:
• Backhaul assignment: at least one backhaul must to be selected in order for it to receive

and transmit data from/to Internet
• Routing: at least one path to the backhaul must be found for each node in order for it to

transmit and receive data
• Link: the selected links of all routing paths to the backhaul
• TAP selection: each MD must select a TAP to transmit and receive its data to
• Link capacity: the allocated capacity for the flows on each link must be less than the

capacity
• Nodal capacity: each TAP’s or backhaul’s total incoming data flow from others TAPs

should not be large than its nodal capacity
• QoS constraints: the end-to-end delay and delay jitter of all source nodes must be less

than the application requirements
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To determine:
• Backhaul deployment and configuration
• The source TAP assignment of each MD
• The routing path from a TAP to a backhaul
• The links that are selected for the routing path
• The capacity allocated to the selected links of a TAP node
• The end-to-end delay and delay jilter of a node

2.2 Problem Formulation

Listed Table 1 are the decision variables corresponding to our problem formulation. Accord-
ing to the above description, the problem we addressed is to minimize the total cost of backhaul
deployment in WMNs, while considering the end-to-end QoS requirements of each MD.
Objective function: The main objective of this problem is to minimize the cost of backhaul
deployment that includes installation cost of upgrading existing TAPs to backhauls (first term
in the bracket) and wired line cost of leasing wired lines on selected backhauls to the Internet
(second term in the bracket).

min
∑

b∈V

∑

k∈K

(cb + Φb (k)) ηbk (1)

subject to:
(a) Backhaul assignment constraints:
Constraint (2) confines that each candidate backhaul selects exactly only one configuration
(when the backhaul is assigned) or none (when the backhaul is not assigned) in order to leave
more resource (e.g., channel bands) and save money for other assigned backhaul.

∑

k∈K

ηbk ≤ 1, ∀b ∈ V (2)

Constraint (3) confines that each TAP s can only select a candidate backhaul b as its gateway
so that the number of assigned backhaul is minimized, as shown as (4).

∑

b∈V

zbs = 1, ∀s ∈ V (3)

Table 1 Notation of decision variables

Notation Description

ηbk 1 if TAP b is selected to associate a backhaul with configuration k; otherwise 0
zbs 1 if TAP s connects to the wired network via backhaul b; otherwise 0
x p 1 if path p from TAP s to backhaul b is selected; otherwise 0
ys(u,v) 1 if link (u, v) is on the path adopted by TAP s; otherwise 0
κns 1 if MD n associates to TAP s; otherwise 0
αs The data rate (packets/sec) required to be transmitted of TAP s
γs(u,v) The bandwidth allocation of TAP s on link (u, v)

f(u,v) The aggregate flow on link (u, v)

F(u,v)( f(u,v), C(u,v)) The average delay on link (u, v), which is a function of aggregate flow f(u,v)
and link capacity C(u,v)

M(u,v)( f(u,v), C(u,v)) The delay jitter on link (u, v), which is a function of aggregate flow f(u,v) and
link capacity C(u,v)
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Fig. 2 All paths from s (i.e.,
TAP s) to b (i.e., backhaul b) are
included in the set Psb . The path
above, shown by the bold dash
line {s, 2, 4, 5, 6, b}, is the only
active path in this set, so for that
path x p = 1. As there are no
other active paths, for any other
path p′ (e.g., path
{s, 3, . . . , 7, b}), x p′ = 0

Constraint (4) confines that once a TAP s selects TAP b as its backhaul, the TAP b should be
installed as a backhaul firstly. This backhaul also selects one of candidate configuration.

zbs ≤
∑

k∈K

ηbk, ∀b, s ∈ V (4)

Definition 1 Our objective is to build-up enough necessary bandwidth in the network under
given QoS traffic requirement. Thus, equation (5) is added to confine that the total wired line
capacity on backhauls (right-hand side) should be equal to or large than the total data rate
required to all MDs (left-hand side). Therefore, all incoming flows from MDs can be trans-
mitted to the Internet via backhauls. This also helps to determine the lower bound number
of backhauls requirement.

∑

n∈N

θn ≤
∑

b∈V

∑

k∈K

Qb (k) · ηbk (5)

��
(b) Routing constraints:
Constraint (6) confines that once TAP s selects candidate backhaul b as its gateway, a path
from TAP s to candidate backhaul b must be found as shown an example in Fig. 2.

zbs ≤
∑

p∈Pbs

x p, ∀b, s ∈ V (6)

Constraint (7) confines that each TAP s selects exactly one candidate backhaul as egress,
and exactly one routing path to the selected egress. When decision variable x p = 1, it indi-
cates that the path p ∈ Pbs is the path used to connect the TAP to the backhaul; x p = 0
means that it is not used. Figure 2 shows an example of the decision variable.

∑

b∈V

∑

p∈Pbs

x p = 1, ∀s ∈ V (7)

Constraint (8) confines that once the path p is selected and the link (u, v) is on the path, then
the decision variable ys(u,v) must be equal to 1 (e.g., links (s, 2), (2, 4), . . . , (6, b) in Fig. 2).

∑

b∈V

∑

p∈Pbs

x pδp(u,v) ≤ ys(u,v), ∀s ∈ V ; (u, v) ∈ L (8)

(c) Link constraints:
Based on the graph theory, the constructed links to the routing paths are restricted. Con-
straints (9) and (10) are two complementary constraints which confine that each TAP, except
the backhauls, has at least one outgoing link. If node u is not installed as a backhaul, the
left-hand side of (9) is equal to 1 and let right-hand side has large to 1 (i.e., at least one
outgoing link is selected to forward the MDs’ data cover by node u) (e.g., node 2 in Fig. 2).
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However, the right-hand side of (10) is equal to 0, then the number of outgoing link of node
u (e.g., node b in Fig. 2) is limited to 0.

1 −
∑

k∈K

ηuk ≤
∑

s∈V

∑

v∈V

ys(u,v), ∀u ∈ V (9)

∑

s∈V

∑

v∈V

ys(u,v) ≤ M1

(
1 −

∑

k∈K

ηuk

)
, ∀u ∈ V (10)

Constraint (11) confines that the backhauls has at least one incoming link. The right-hand
side value in (11) needs to select at least one incoming links when node v (e.g., node b in
Fig. 2) is installed as a backhaul.

∑

k∈K

ηvk ≤
∑

s∈V

∑

u∈V

ys(u,v), ∀v ∈ V (11)

Definition 2 The upper bound number of incoming links is the number of source nodes
minus 1 that except itself. This value is formulated as equation (12).

∑

s∈V

∑

u∈V

ys(u,v) ≤ |S| − 1, ∀v ∈ V (12)

��
(d) TAP selection constraints:
Constraint (13) confines that each MD is assigned to exactly one TAP.

∑

s∈V

κns = 1, ∀n ∈ N (13)

Constraint (14) confines that the total incoming data rate from MDs admitted by TAP s should

not be large than its air-interface capacity Cs .
∑

n∈N

θnκns ≤ Cs, ∀s ∈ V (14)

Constraint (15) confines the total incoming data rates from MDs admitted by TAP s should
not be large than the data rate required to be transmitted by TAP s.

∑

n∈N

θnκns ≤ as, ∀s ∈ V (15)

Constraint (16) confines the boundaries of data rate required to be transmitted by each TAP.

0 ≤ as ≤ Cs, ∀s ∈ V (16)

Constraint (17) confines that the total data rate required to be transmitted of all TAPs should
be equal to or large than the total data rate required to be transmitted of all MDs.

∑

n∈N

θn ≤
∑

s∈V

as (17)

(e) Link capacity constraints:
Constraints (18) and (19) are two complementary constraints which confine that the
bandwidth allocation of TAP s on link (u, v) should be equal to the data rate required to
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be transmitted of TAP s if link (u, v) is on the selected path of TAP s. Otherwise, the band-
width allocation of TAP s on link (u, v) should be 0.

as − M2(1 − ys(u,v)) ≤ γs(u,v), ∀s ∈ V ; (u, v) ∈ L (18)

γs(u,v) ≤ as, ∀s ∈ V ; (u, v) ∈ L (19)

Constraint (20) confines that total bandwidth allocation of all TAPs on link (u, v) is aggregate
into link flow decision variable f(u,v). The reason we use least and equal symbol (i.e., ≤)
to replace equal symbol (i.e., = ) is for constraint relaxation, which will be shown in next
section.

∑

s∈V

γs(u,v) ≤ f(u,v), ∀(u, v) ∈ L (20)

Constraint (21) confines the limitation of aggregate flow on link (u, v). Namely, the aggre-
gation flow of each link is not over the link capacity C(u,v).

0 ≤ f(u,v) ≤ C(u,v), ∀(u, v) ∈ L (21)

(f) Nodal capacity constraints:
Constraint (22) confines that each TAP’s total incoming data flow from others TAPs should
not be large than its nodal capacity.

∑

s∈V

∑

u∈V

γs(u,v) ≤ Cv, ∀v ∈ V (22)

Constraint (23) confines that total incoming flow of all backhauls should not be large than
total wired line capacities.

∑

s∈S

∑

u∈V

γsub + ab − M3

(
1 −

∑

k∈K

ηbk

)
≤

∑

k∈K

Qb (k) ηbk, ∀b ∈ V (23)

(g) QoS constraints:
Constraint (24) confines the end-to-end average delay should be no longer than maximum
allowable end-to-end average delay requirement.

∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

ys(u,v)F(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

) + κns Fns (θn, rns) ≤ T, ∀n ∈ N , s ∈ V (24)

Constraint (25) confines the end-to-end delay jitter should be no longer than maximum
allowable end-to-end delay jitter requirement. For simplification, we take M/M/1 model to
calculate the intra-TAP mean delay. And we compute the delay from mobile host to TAP
by the formulation proposed in [24]. We assume the delay time is exponential distribution.
Therefore, the delay jitter is the square of the mean delay.

∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

ys(u,v)M(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

) + κns Mns (θn, rns) ≤ J, ∀n ∈ N , s ∈ V (25)

3 Solution Approach

The overall procedure to solve the network design problem is shown as in Fig. 3. They are
composed of two procedures, constraints relaxation and subgradient optimization procedure.
The relaxation of the primal problem is developed first which provides lower bound (LB) on
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Fig. 3 Lagrangean relaxation
procedures

the optimal solutions. Since we relax some constraints of the original problem, the boundary
is used to design a heuristic approach to get a primal feasible solution. To solve the original
problem near-optimally and minimize the gap between the primal problem and the Lagran-
gean dual problem, we improve the LB by solving the sub-problems optimally and using
the subgradient method to adjust the multipliers per iteration. Then, subgradient optimiza-
tion procedure is used for further improving these solutions by updating the Lagrangean
multipliers.

3.1 Constraints Relaxation

We relax Constraints (4), (5), (6), (8), (9), (10), (11), (14), (15), (18), (19), (20), (23), (24),
and (25) and multiply them by the multiplier vectors, which are the costs of decision variables
in these constraints, that add to the objective function as follows:

ZL R

(
µ1, µ2

bs, µ
3
bs, µ

4
suv, µ

5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

8
s ,

µ9
s , µ

10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
b , µ14

ns , µ
15
ns

)

= min
∑

b∈V

∑

k∈K

(cb + Φb (k)) ηbk

+µ1

[
∑

n∈N

θn −
∑

b∈V

∑

k∈K

Qb (k) · ηbk

]

+
∑

b∈V

∑

s∈V

µ2
bs

[
zbs −

∑

k∈K

ηbk

]

+
∑

b∈V

∑

s∈V

µ3
bs

⎡

⎣zbs −
∑

p∈Pbs

x p

⎤

⎦

+
∑

s∈V

∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

µ4
suv

⎡

⎣
∑

b∈V

∑

p∈Pbs

x pδp(u,v) − ys(u,v)

⎤

⎦

+
∑

u∈V

µ5
u

[
1 −

∑

k∈K

ηuk −
∑

s∈V

∑

v∈V

ys(u,v)

]
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+
∑

u∈V

µ6
u

[
∑

s∈V

∑

v∈V

ys(u,v) − M1

(
1 −

∑

k∈K

ηuk

)]

+
∑

v∈V

µ7
v

[
∑

k∈K

ηvk −
∑

s∈V

∑

u∈V

ys(u,v)

]

+
∑

s∈V

µ8
s

[
∑

n∈N

θnκns − Cs

]

+
∑

s∈V

µ9
s

[
∑

n∈N

θnκns − as

]

+
∑

s∈V

∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

µ10
suv

[
as − M2(1 − ys(u,v)) − γs(u,v)

]

+
∑

s∈V

∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

µ11
suv

[
γs(u,v) − as

]

+
∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

µ12
uv

[
∑

s∈V

γs(u,v) − f(u,v)

]

+
∑

b∈V

µ13
b

⎡

⎢⎣

∑
s∈S

∑
u∈V

γsub + ab − M3

(
1 − ∑

k∈K
ηbk

)

− ∑
k∈K

Qb (k) ηbk

⎤

⎥⎦

×
∑

n∈N

∑

s∈V

µ14
ns

[ ∑
u∈V

∑
v∈V

ys(u,v)F(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

)

+κns Fns (θn, rns) − T

]

+
∑

n∈N

∑

s∈V

µ15
ns

[ ∑
u∈V

∑
v∈V

ys(u,v)M(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

)

+κns Mns (θn, rns) − J

]
(LR)

subject to: (2), (3), (7), (12), (13), (16), (17), (21), (22).
where µ1, µ2

bs, µ
3
bs, µ

4
suv, µ

5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

8
s , µ

9
s , µ

10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
b , µ14

ns , and µ15
ns are the

vectors of non-negative Lagrangean multipliers. To solve the LR, we decompose the prob-
lem into seven mutually independent and easily solvable optimization subproblems, which
shown in Appendix.

3.2 The Dual Problem and the Subgradient Method

According to the weak Lagrangean duality theorem, for any multipliers µ1, µ2
bs, µ

3
bs, µ

4
suv,

µ5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

8
s , µ

9
s , µ

10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
b , µ14

ns , µ
15
ns ≥ 0, the objective value of ZL R

(
µ1, µ2

bs,

µ3
bs, µ

4
suv, µ

5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

8
s , µ

9
s , µ

10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
b , µ14

ns , µ
15
ns

)
is a lower bound of Z I P .

Based in problem (LR), the following dual problem (D) is then constructed to calculate
the tightest lower bound.

Lagrangea Dual Problem (D):

Z D = max ZLR

(
µ1, µ2

bs, µ
3
bs, µ

4
suv, µ

5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

8
s , µ

9
s , µ

10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
b , µ14

ns , µ
15
ns

)

subject to:

µ1, µ2
bs, µ

3
bs, µ

4
suv, µ

5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

8
s , µ

9
s , µ

10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
b , µ14

ns , µ
15
ns ≥ 0
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There are several methods to solve the dual problem Z D . One of the most popular meth-
ods is the subgradient method which employed here. Let the vector g be a subgradi-
ent of Z D(µ1, µ2

bs, µ
3
bs, µ

4
suv, µ

5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

8
s , µ

9
s , µ

10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
b , µ14

ns , µ
15
ns). Then,

in iteration k of the subgradient optimization procedure, the multiplier vector πk =(
µ1, µ2

bs, µ
3
bs, µ

4
suv, µ

5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

8
s , µ

9
s , µ

10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
b , µ14

ns , µ
15
ns

)
. The step size tk

is determined by tk = λ
(
Zh

I P − Z D (πk)
)/∥∥gk

∥∥2
. is the primal objective function value for

a heuristic solution (an upper bound on Z I P ) and λ is a constant where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 2.

Lemma 1 The step size is important in the subgradient algorithm. If the step sizes are too
small, the convergence speed of algorithm will be slow, and if they are too large, the multiplier
may oscillate around the optimal solution and the algorithm will fail to converge. However,
convergence is guaranteed when the step size tk satisfies the following condition [23]:

tk ≥ 0, lim
k→∞ tk = 0 and

∞∑

k=1

tk = ∞

��

4 Getting Primal Feasible Solution

By applying LR method and the subgradient method to solve the complex problem, we can
get a theoretical lower bound of the primal problem and some hints to get a feasible solu-
tion to the primal problem. Because some difficult constraints of the primal problem are
relaxed by using LR method, we can not guarantee that the consolidated result of the LR
problem is feasible to the primal problem. We have to ensure that it is a feasible solution,
which is satisfied with all constraints of the primal problem, if not, we have to make some
modifications.

4.1 Getting Primal Heuristic

We take the major decision variable, ηbk (i.e., whether to deploy backhaul b with con-
figuration k), into consideration. According to ηbk , we can obtain which TAPs should
be installed as backhauls in each LR iteration. We count the frequency that each TAP
should be installed as a backhaul iteration by iteration. Because the maximal data rate
that a backhaul can process limits to the sum of its nodal capacity and air-interface capac-
ity. And the total maximal processing data rate of all backhauls should not be less than
the total data rate required to be transmitted of all MDs. Therefore, we pick up TAPs to
be installed as backhauls with frequency in ascending order, until all backhauls’ maxi-
mal processing data rate do not less than the total data rate request from MDs to satisfy
Definition 1.

After initiate the backhaul deployment, we should assign MDs to appropriate TAPs. There-
fore, we can obtain the average data rate required to be transmitted of each TAP. Then, we
run routing heuristic for TAPs to decide backhaul assignment and routing paths selection.
Besides, the initiated backhaul deployment may not be feasible. Thus, we propose add back-
haul heuristic to get the feasible solution. The procedures are shown as follows.
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Step 1 Initiate backhaul deployment according to decision variable ηbk

Step 2 Run Assign_Mobile_Host_Heuristic
Step 3 Run Routing_Heuristic
Step 4 Go to Step 5 if all TAPs can route to associate backhauls without violating

end-to-end QoS requirements
Step 4.1 Run Add_Backhaul_Heuristic
Step 4.2 Go back to Step 2

Step 5 Calculate the total cost of backhaul deployment

4.2 Assign Mobile Device Heuristic

By decision variable κns , we can decide how to assign MDs to associated TAPs. Some TAPs
may violate the air-interface capacity due to admit too many MDs. For getting primal feasible
solutions, the MD assignment should be adjusted.

If a MD within the access range of a TAP and a backhaul at the same time, the MD should
try to access the backhaul first. Therefor, the MD can get into the Internet via the backhaul
directly and does not experience the poor performance of wireless multi-hop transition. We
describe the detail procedures as follows.

Step 1 Initiate MD assignment according to variable κns

Step 2 Find a TAP that violates the air-interface capacity most seriously. If not found,
Stop

Step 3 For each MD, we try to reassign to another TAP and calculate the coefficient of
κns . Then, we find the MD with smallest coefficient and reassign to the
relative TAP. Repeat Step 3 until this TAP does not violate air-interface
capacity

Step 4 Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until all TAPs do not violate air-interface capacity
Step 5 For each backhaul, we reassign the nearby MDs with smallest coefficient κns

of to the backhaul one at a time until cannot admit one MD without violating
the air-interface capacity

4.3 Routing Heuristic

The basic idea of routing heuristic is that if the end-to-end QoS performance of one TAP is
close to its QoS requirements, this TAP should route first. This means the TAP with tight-
est QoS has less flexibility in routing path selection. In the following, we show the detail
procedures as follows.

Step 1 Set the arc weight, which is equal the link delay F(u,v)( f(u,v), C(u,v)) and delay
jitter M(u,v)( f(u,v), C(u,v)), for each link to be the coefficient of variable x p

and run Dijkstra’s algorithm to get the shortest path from each TAP
Step 2 Choose a path with the tightest QoS performance
Step 3 Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until all TAP have a path to a backhaul
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4.4 Add Backhaul Heuristic

The basic idea of this heuristic is that if a TAP locate at the place that many traffic flows may
pass through, this TAP is at a proper location for installed as a backhaul. This means many
other TAPs’ data flow can reach to this TAP. We denote the times of reaching by other TAPs
as “reachability”. Therefore, we calculate each TAP’s reachability, then we pick the highest
reachability value for backhaul deploy. We show the detail procedures as follows.

Step 1 Initiate all TAPs’ reachability counter to zero
Step 2 Find a TAP that admits data flow from MDs but not be assigned to any

backhaul. If a TAP without assigned backhaul found, we run Dijkstra’s
algorithm to get the shortest path tree and check end-to-end QoS from root to
any other TAP on this tree. Then, we increase reachability counter of the TAP
without violating end-to-end QoS requirements. Repeat Step 2 until all TAPs
are assigned to associated backhauls

Step 3 Select the TAP of highest reachability counter, and installed it as a backhaul

Theorem 2 The LR-based backhaul and routing assignment algorithm obtains the near-
optimal solution in O(I |B||K ||V |3)

Proof For each assigned backhaul b with configuration k, each source node refines its bet-
ter TAP and backhaul with Dijkstra’s algorithm, which is known to O(|V |2). To achieve
near-optimal the LR-based algorithm is set to execute I iterations. Thus, overall these algo-
rithm, our proposed algorithms find the solution to minimum cost backhaul deployment in
O(I |B||K ||V |3). ��

5 Computational Experiments

In this section, we conduct several computational experiments to examine how good of the
quality of our solution approach. In the mean time, for the purpose of evaluating the solution
quality, we implement three simple algorithms for comparison.

5.1 Experiment Environment

We implement RA (i.e., the short name of Random Algorithm that is referred to [12]) and GA
(i.e., the short name of Greedy Algorithm that is referred to [28] and [15]). Random Algo-
rithm deploy backhaul and decide the sequence of paths selection randomly, while Greedy
Algorithm chooses minimum deployment cost backhaul and minimum data flow first. We
also implement MRFA (i.e., the short name of Minimum Resource First Algorithm which is
a kind of modified greed algorithm) that chooses minimum usage of network resources first
and use the same deploy backhaul manner as LR in order to conserve the righteousness for
comparison with different sequence of paths selection.

The Lagrangean dual solution denotes as “Z D” and primal feasible solution as “Z I P ”. We
use two metrics - “Gap” and “Improvement Ratio” to evaluate our solution quality. Where
Gap is calculated by

∣∣(Z I P − ZD)
/

ZD
∣∣ · 100%. and Improvement Ratio is calculated by∣∣(R A − Z I P )

/
Z I P

∣∣ · 100%.
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5.2 Experiment Results

In order to test the solution quality of our algorithm, we design several scenarios with
different features: (a) grid network with different number of TAPs; (b) random network
with different number of TAPs; (c) hexagonal network with different number of TAPs; and
(d) random network with different data flow. The average traffic requirement within each
TAP is given and follow uniform distribution for the previous 3 features, but the traffic flow
is variance for the experiment (d).

1. Grid network with different number of TAPs
The grid network is constructed the set of given nodes based on the square shape. Figure 4
shows the experiment results. In this experiment, the number of backhauls increases
(i.e., the backhaul deployment cost increases) when the traffic requirement increases.
The increasing ratio follows unobvious exponential curve since the number of TAPs
increases exponentially. In addition, because the relationship between relative decision
variable is complex, the experiment results show that the gap increases as the number of
TAP nodes increases. The improvement ratio is much better than RA and outperforms
GA by at least 9.5%.

2. Random Network with Different Number of TAPs
In this experiment, the TAP nodes are random deployed in a square area. The area
increases as the number of nodes increases, namely the average distance is the same
with different size of networks. Figure 5 show the experiment results. The curve is not
as smooth as previous experiment is caused by random deployment. The gap increases
as the number of TAP nodes increases, too. However, the gap is here less than the grid
network. The reason is that the number of links is larger and some nodes may closer. The
improvement ratios are similar to grid networks.

3. Hexagonal network with different number of TAPs
In this experiment, the TAP nodes are deployed based on the fixed point in a hexagonal
shape. Figure 6 show the experiment results. The gap is close to grid network. However,
the gap is small since the number of outgoing links is larger. The improvement ratios
are similar to the above two network structures. When the number of TAPs is 9, the
improvement ratio is 0 due to the number of candidate backhaul is less. However, when
the number of nodes increases, the improvement ratio is at least 7.91%.

Fig. 4 Deployment cost of grid network with different number of TAPs
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Fig. 5 Deployment cost of random network with different number of TAPs

Fig. 6 Deployment cost of hexgonal network with different number of TAPs

Fig. 7 Deployment cost of random network with different data flow (49 TAPs)

4. Random Network with Different Data Flow We extend the experiment (b) with different
amount of data flows (λ) with 49 TAPs. Figure 7 shows the experiment results. When
the traffic load increases, the gap decreases. The reason is that the number of select-
ing paths is less and limited by the QoS requirements. Overall, our proposed algorithm
outperforms other comparing algorithms by 5.87, 20.6%.
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According to the experiment results, shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, we can find that the cost
of backhaul deployment increases with the number of TAPs and MDs. And the LR-based
algorithm always outperforms other algorithms. LR-based algorithm and MRFA adopt the
concept of reachbility to deploy the backhauls. We can see these two algorithms performs well
eminently by comparison with random deploy manor and greedy deploy manner. Therefore,
we can take this deploy manner to deploy backhaul economically and effectively.

Although LR-based algorithm and MRFA use the same deploy manner, the proposed algo-
rithm performs better than MRFA. Accordingly, we discover that the sequence of routing path
selection has impact to the experimental outcomes. This is because the TAPs routing previ-
ously consume part of network resources and the following TAPs restricted to less network
resources. Therefore, the more previous TAP has more flexible in paths selection.

The experiment results demonstrated that the proposed algorithms arrive at near optimal
solutions with gaps of less than 31.26%. In comparison with some existing algorithm, the
improvement ratio is more than 11.02% when the number of TAP nodes is larger than 49.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we considered end-to-end QoS routing in WMNs with an emphasis on the prob-
lem of backhaul deployment. Using an LR-based approach, a number of algorithms were
proposed in this paper: backhaul assignment, routing, TAP selection, and backhaul adjust-
ment. These algorithms yield the minimum objective function value and also achieve balanced
traffic loads of the backhauls, QoS requirements. The proposed algorithms were evaluated
by comparisons with lower bounds that was obtained from an Lagrangean Dual problem.
This research demonstrates that although the constraints involved in supporting fairness and
QoS routing are significant, this NP-complete problem can be solved by decomposing it
into sub-problems. Therefore, it provides insights for cost effective broadband coverage over
wide areas.

In our future work, other heuristic-based approaches, such as simulated annealing
approach and genetic algorithm, are adopted to address this complex problem.

Appendix

A The Solutions of Seven Subproblems

Each of the following seven sub-problems, generated from the Lagrangean problem (LR), is
related to decision variables.
Subproblem SUB1 (related to decision variable ηbk)
Objective function:

ZSU B1

(
µ1, µ2

bs, µ
5
b, µ

6
b, µ

7
b, µ

13
b

)

= min
∑

b∈V

∑

k∈K

[
cb + Φb (k) − Qb (k) µ1 −

∑

s∈V

µ2
bs − µ5

b + M1µ
6
b + µ7

b

+ (M3 − Qb (k)) µ13
b

]
ηbk

subject to: (2).
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Sub-problem (SUB1) can be further decomposed into |V | independent subprob-
lems. For each candidate backhaul b, the objective function is min

∑
k∈K (cb+Φb(k)−

Qb(k)µ1 − ∑
s∈V µ2

bs − µ5
b+M1µ

6
b+µ7

b+(M3 − Qb(k))µ13
b )ηbk , we calculate the

coefficient [cb+Φb(k) − Qb(k)µ1 − ∑
s∈V µ2

bs − µ5
b+M1µ

6
b+µ7

b+(M3 − Qb(k))µ13
b ] for

each configuration k. Then, we find the smallest coefficient for all configuration k of candi-
date bachhaul b. If the smallest coefficient is negative, the corresponding ηbk is set to be 1;
otherwise set all configuration k to be 0.
Subproblem SUB2 (related to decision variable zbs)
Objective function:

ZSU B2
(
µ2

bs, µ
3
bs

) = min
∑

s∈V

∑

b∈V

[
µ2

bs + µ3
bs

]
zbs

subject to: (3).
This problem can be further decomposed into |V | independent subproblems. For each source
TAP s, the objective function is min

∑
b∈V

[
µ2

bs + µ3
bs

]
zbs . The algorithm to solve the decom-

posed subproblem is stated as follows:

Step 1 Compute the coefficient
(
µ2

bs + µ3
bs

)
of zbs for each candidate backhaul b, and

sort it in ascending order
Step 2 Select the first order coefficient and assign the corresponding decision variable

zbs to 1; otherwise 0

Subproblem SUB3 (related to decision variable x p)
Objective function:

ZSU B3
(
µ3

bs, µ
4
suv

) = min
∑

s∈V

∑

b∈V

∑

p∈Pbs

[
−µ3

bs +
∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

µ4
suvδp(u,v)

]
x p

subject to: (7).
This problem can be further decomposed into |V | independent shortest path problems with

non-negative arc weights. Each shortest path problem can be easily solved by the Dijkstra’s
algorithm. If the coefficient of x p is negative, then set x p to 1, otherwise 0.
Subproblem SUB4 (related to decision variable as)
Objective function:

Z(SU B4)

(
µ9

s , µ
10
suv, µ

11
suv, µ

13
s

) = min
∑

s∈V

[
−µ9

s +
∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

µ10
suv −

∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

µ11
suv + µ13

s

]
as

subject to: (16), (17).
The proposed algorithm for solving (SUB4) is described as follows:

Step 1 Reset all as to 0
Step 2 For each TAP s, we compute the coefficient(

− µ9
s + ∑

u∈V
∑

v∈V µ10
suv − ∑

u∈V
∑

v∈V µ11
suv + µ13

s

)
for each as

Step 3 Find the unset as with smallest coefficient. If found, then set it to Cs , else stop
Step 4 Repeat Step 3 until the total data rate required to be transmitted of all TAPs is

equal to or large than the total incoming flow of all MDs
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Subproblem SUB5 (related to decision variable γs(u,v))
Objective function:

ZSU B5
(
µ10

suv, µ
11
suv, µ

12
uv, µ

13
v

)

= min
∑

s∈V

∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

[−µ10
suv + µ11

suv + µ12
uv + µ13

v

]
γs(u,v)

subject to: (22).
This problem can be further decomposed into |V | independent subproblems. For each

source TAP s, The proposed algorithm for solving (SUB5) is described as follows:

Step 1 For each TAP v, we compute the coefficient
(−µ10

suv + µ11
suv + µ12

uv + µ13
v

)
for

each γs(u,v)

Step 2 For all incoming links of TAP v, we find the smallest coefficient. If the total
incoming flow of TAP v does not exceed the nodal capacity Cv and the
smallest coefficient is negative then we set the corresponding γs(u,v) to 1.
Repeat Step 2 for all TAP v

Step 3 Set the other incoming flow γs(u,v) to 0

Subproblem SUB6 (related to decision variable ys(u,v) and f(u,v))
Objective function:

ZSU B6

(
µ4

suv, µ
5
u, µ6

u, µ7
v, µ

10
suv, µ

14
ns , µ

15
ns , µ

12
uv

)

= min
∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

[
∑

s∈V

[
−µ4

suv − µ5
u + µ6

u − µ7
v + M2µ

10
suv

+
∑

n∈N

µ14
ns F(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

) +
∑

n∈N

µ15
ns M(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

)
]

ys(u,v) − µ12
uv f(u,v)

]

= min

[[
∑

s∈V

−µ4
suv − µ5

u + µ6
u − µ7

v + M2µ
10
suv +

∑

n∈N

µ14
ns F(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

)

+
∑

n∈N

µ15
ns M(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

)
]

ys(u,v) −µ12
uv f(u,v)

]

subject to: (12) and (21).
This subproblem is complicated due to the coupling of ys(u,v) and f(u,v). It can be further

decomposed into |V × V | independent subproblems. For each link (u, v).
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For each (SUB6) can be solved analytically [32,7] by the algorithm stated as follows:

Step 1 Solve ys(u,v) f(u,v) = −∑
b∈V µ3

suv − µ4
u + µ5

u − µ6
v + M2µ

7
suv +

µ10
s F(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

) + µ11
s M(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

) = 0 for each TAP s,
call them the break points of f(u,v)

Step 2 Sorting these break points and denoted as f 1
(u,v), f 2

(u,v), . . . , f n
(u,v)

Step 3 At each interval, f i
(u,v) ≤ f(u,v) ≤ f i+1

(u,v), ys(u,v)

(
f(u,v)

)
is 1 if

−∑
b∈V µ3

suv − µ4
u + µ5

u − µ6
v + M2µ

7
suv + µ10

s F(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

) +
µ11

s M(u,v)

(
f(u,v), C(u,v)

) ≤ 0 and otherwise 0
Step 4 Within the interval, f i

(u,v) ≤ f(u,v) ≤ f i+1
(u,v), we can take calculus to find the

local minimal
Step 5 The global minimum point can be found by comparing these local minimum

points.

Subproblem SUB7 (related to decision variable κns)
Objective function:

ZSU B7

(
µ8

s , µ
9
s , µ

14
ns , µ

15
ns

)
= min

∑

n∈N

∑

s∈V

[
θnµ8

s + θnµ9
s + µ14

ns Fns (θn, rns) +
µ15

ns Mns (θn, rns)

]
κns

subject to: (13).
This problem can be further decomposed into |N | independent subproblems. For each

MD n, the algorithm to solve the decomposed subproblem is stated as follows:

Step 1 Compute the coefficient(
θnµ8

s + θnµ9
s + µ14

ns Fns (θn, rns) + µ15
ns Mns (θn, rns)

)
for each TAP s

Step 2 Find the smallest coefficient, then set the corresponding decision variable κns

to 1 and others to 0
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